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This game has terrible graphics for a bullet hell side-scroller; It is impossible to tell the difference between impact surfaces and
layers safe to fly through. The enemy patterns are utterly uninspired, The pacing is about as slow as a hatching egg, and finally
the limited ammo is a total deal breaker.. This is one of the best games I have played in recent years and is now one of my
favorite games in my Steam library and I have over 500 games. This is a true side scrolling shoot em up similar to R-Type that
harkens to the glorious golden age of NES and SNES shooters. The game has a great soundtrack and really good graphics. This
game punishes you and requires the same old school mechanics that made some of the classic games so memorable. I prefer this
game to Sine Mora and Syder Arcade which I just found boring. This game requires almost perfect positioning as well as patient
timing and really works your brain. You have to pay attention and know what you are going to do to survive a level. Getting the
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golden eggs while you are getting shot from every direction and the level is scrolling gives you seconds to figure out the patten
and move accordingly. The leve ldesign is great imho. I was acutally very suprised at the low scores at Metacritic and the 1 lame
user review. It just shows how lazy game reviewers have become where if a game requires you to memorize or learn something
via trial and error or practice like in the goold old days its not good in their eyes. This is an amazing game. The first time I fired
it up I played for 2+ hours straight on "hard" and it was amazing. I just kept saying "this game!!" everytine I died but kept
coming back for more. I haven't felt like this since I was a kid. Really solid side scrolling arcade game that requires you to learn
the mechanics, positioning, and item placement. Replaying the levels is not bad as there are many of them that you have access
to via branching paths and each is challenging enough not to get boring even during repetitive playthroughs. Each level also ends
relatively quickly as you solve or move past the obstacle never forcing you to reply too much of it from the beginning. You do
only get one life and in some areas it starts you from the beginning while others from the middle of the level but it does not take
long to get to where you were. You can go back to the galaxy map and store at any time if you can't make progress and try other
combinations of weapons and upgrades. I have had no problems going through the first 8 stages with just using the 2 basic guns
and an armor upgrade and this is on hard. If you loved old school side scrolling shooters like R-Type and wished that modern
devs made a game as equally challening and fun as what we used to have that does not hold your hand this is the game for you.
This game is affordable and beautiful to play through. This is one of the best purhcases that I made in 2014 and a welcome
addition to my library. I have almost every Shmup and arcade game available on Steam and this is now one of my most
favorites. Don't listen to the lazy reviews, give this game a shot. Even if you play it for a few hours its exciting, and really fun as
it really makes you pay attention and requires you to improve your skills to succeed.. I came for a nice shoot'em'up. I found a
game where I need four different fire buttons with limited ammo each. A game forcing me to look out for hidden stuff to
unlock new levels. A game that kills me ten times in a row on easiest mode before even getting halfway through the game. There
might be people having fun with this, but I'm disappointed. Why does it need to be so complicated? I just want to shoot some
things at the end of a long day.. Pretty cool shootup game !! very nice graphic !! Wow for a mini price its a big deal. This needs
more good reviews, so i decided to actually write one for a change. This game was clearly inspired by 16-bit horizontal shooters
such as R-Type, Project-X and X-Out but adds more of a challenge due to having a limited ammo supply and having to use a
specific (Energy / Matter) ammo on certain enemies to deal with them effectively.. Great game remineds me of Nemesis 2 on
MSX. +Pros Looks great Nice level variety Different than other shoot em ups with some interesting ideas Light RPG elements
with an upgrade system -Cons Confusing (but you should figure things out after a while) Lackluster music and sound effects
Destroying enemies lacks impact (just an explosion animation and the sprite is gone) There is no infinite ammo of any weapon
so you will have to stop shooting often You will have to replay levels as you need a certain number of gold eggs to advance
You're a chicken Bottom Line I played for about 25 minutes and got through four levels before I was faced with the fact that I
had to replay the previous ones to collect golden eggs to unlock another level. Not to mention the third and fourth levels just
kind of ended abruptly, I thought I failed the missions. If you love high adrenaline shoot em ups and have a 360, check out
Strania instead. Or Einhander on the PS1. Or even either of the Geometry Wars. Not so much this. It's not bad but it's not good
either.. I don't know how metacritic could only give this game a 53/100. It is a beautiful, challenging and fun game that reminds
me of Gradius III which I love. Good job Sumom Games, I would have given it at least 70/100.
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